








•Cut 1/2 x 9 inch strips from neutral colors.  Have available in central location.
•Cut a few 2 x 18 inch strips (14) from 2 or 3 neutral colors to use as a large example weaving.
•Sort tempera paints into primary color sets, secondary color sets, black and white.  Students
 may share.
Prepare:  -- water cups and paint brushes ready to pass out to students.
                --  an area prepared to display teaching visuals of baskets and teaching boards.

Aleut Basket Paintings
GRADE:  4 TIME:  1 session

Developed by Eloise Larson, FNSBSD Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

       Line
       Shape/Form
  x   Color
       Value
  x   Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1. Students will learn about the history of Aleut people of Alaska.
2. Students will learn a basic weave technique and vocabulary.
3. Students will practice painting a multilayered motif.
4. Students will reflect on their artwork and complete an individual assessment.

KIT INCLUDES:

 •lesson plan
 •lesson example boards
 •process boards
 •vocabulary board
 •basket photo boards
 •Alaska and basket

region map boards
•rye grass boards
•Vasha Golidorff boards

ART PRINCIPLES:

 x    Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students learn about Aleut
basket weaving techniques.
They learn to weave a basic
pattern and use tempera
paint to create a  repeated
motif on their weaving.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Alaska Studies
THEMES:
culture

..

VOCABULARY:
Aleut
weaving
warp
weft
medallion
motif

MATERIALS:
Construction paper:
--9”x12” Black
--neutral colors
   --cut into 1/2x 9” strips, 22
     strips per student approx.

•tan      •lt. green
•gray    •lt. peach

Tempera paint (cakes)
     •primary colors
     •secondary colors
     •white and black
masking tape 1” wide
water cups
small pointed brushes
glue

PREPARE:
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Begin the lesson by displaying the Alaska map and telling students they will be studying the Aleut and
Alutiiq people of Kodiak Island, South and Southwest and Aleutian Islands.  Point to the area on the
map.

Discuss with students the geographical landscape of the region.  The Aleutian Islands are very rocky,
isolated and devoid of trees.  Kodiak Island has trees and rocky beaches.  The Aleuts and Alutiiq people
who lived in these regions were very good at using the few resources available to them on land, and
most of their resources came from the sea.

If you were a typical Alutiiq or Aleut family living on one of the Aleutian Islands 300 years ago, you may
find yourself surrounded by fine weavings.  Grass mats would lie on sleeping benches; they would cover
the walls and hang in doorways.  Woven containers for collecting, storage, and cooking food would
surround a central fireplace.  They would be wearing socks that had been woven, mittens and caps too!
Mothers would carry their babies in woven carriers.  Up in the rafters of the underground houses would
be woven tools.  Nets for fishing and birding, lines for harpoons and boats.  Today this region still has a
rich weaving tradition.

(Display the basket visuals only during this time)

Who thinks they can guess what they made all these wonderful things from?  (wild beach rye  grass or
lyme grass)  What are some other natural materials you have seen baskets made from?  (baleen,
spruce root, birch bark, other grasses and wood)

(Display the visual showing the wild beach grass)

Sea grass grows in abundance in these costal regions.  The practice of weaving is thousands of years
old.  We have very few baskets that are more than 500 years old because they are made from a natural
material that is biodegradable.  Many of the old and new baskets are decorated with color areas called
medallions or motifs.  Originally, these were made from dyed maidenhair fern using cranberries,
blueberries, or blackberries.  To achieve other colors, they used wild iris petals, alder bark and a mixture
of charcoal and seal oil.  (Have students guess what color each will make)

(Display the visuals showing the women making the baskets and the photos of baskets)

Points to make:
•Weaving is so fine (small) it is almost like cloth.  Some baskets have 2500 stitches per sq. in.
•Baskets were usually small and cylindrical (2 x3 inches)
•Many have dyed threads and grasses to create motifs and medallions (motif is a repeated design, a
medallion is a larger central design)
•Women did most of the weaving during July and August, while they were drying salmon.
•Only certain parts of the grass were used.
•Grass had to be cured and dried before using.  It was then sorted by length, color and texture and hung
to dry.  The sun and saltwater helped bleach the grass to a warm, pale brown color, or it was stored in a
cool dark place,
•When the grass was dry, the grass was split into desired thicknesses.
•The Aleut weaving technique involved twining, a more complex form of weaving.

ENGAGE AND EXPLORE:



1.  Display the vocabulary words on the board or where all students can view them.

2.  Begin by having students choose a small handful of neutral color strips.  Students will have all one
color of strips, but the example will show two colors to illustrate the warp and weft.

While students are choosing their colors, give students a strip of masking tape about 12 inches long.
This strip will be their “loom”.  Have them place this strip sticky side up on their desk near the top so
they have room to work.

3.  Next, they will place 10 to 12 strips along the sticky tape.  Place the strips very close together, but not
overlapping. The Aleut baskets were very tightly woven. This is the “warp” of the weaving. These are
the vertical strips.

4.  Flip the tape and strips over together so they are stuck to the students desk surface.  Keep strips
on the tape!

5.   Introduce the vocabulary term “weft”.  These will be the horizontal strips that will weave in and out
of the of the “warp”.  Begin the weft weaving about 1 1/2 inches from the bottom of tape.

6.  Students complete the weaving by alternating the weft over and under the warp.

7.   To secure the weaving, push the warp and weft together so it is tight.  Fold over and glue down the
ends of the first and last weft (horizontal) strips.

CREATE:

3 & 4.  Place strips on
sticky side of tape.  Then
flip everything over
together so stuck to desk

5.  The weft is woven into the
warp. These are the
horizontal strips.  Begin by
going under the first warp.

6.  End weaving with
weft going under warp
on the last piece.

7.  Fold over and glue ends of
the first strip and the last strip
of the weft rows.



8.   Students will now be decorating their weaving with either a motif or medallion.  A motif is a small
repeated shape, and a medallion has a large central design, sometimes with small motifs around it.
Point out the different techniques on the basket examples.  Most of the decorations were created with a
technique called “false embroidery”, using silk threads or dyed grasses.

9.   Have students choose a color scheme to paint their weavings.  They can also use black and white.
Students create a medallion or motif, using a layering technique.  Display the painting process boards
for the next steps.  Leave up the basket example boards for ideas.

10.   Have students begin by practicing painting on a scrap strip.  Create a motif by painting a layer,
and then painting additional layers on top.  Each layer should be seen peeking through.  Think of each
square being a little painting.  Motifs are repeated, so don’t change your colors or patterns.

11.  When students are ready to paint, make sure they only paint on every other square in the weaving,
or use every square and alternate two motifs.  If they are planning a medallion, they can use the center
and create small motifs around it.

12.  When finished, students clean paints and carefully cut the tape from the warp.  They can also trim
the other end so it is even.

13.  Students now choose a 9 x 12 inch color construction paper to mount their work.  They will sign
their name in the lower right hand corner of the 9 x 12 piece of paper with a pencil.

After first and
last weft strips
glued down, flip
the weaving
over.  It then
looks like this.



Mount weavings onto a 9x12 piece of construction paper. Students may bend the weaving and then glue
the edges to the paper to give it a 3D presentation if they choose.

 ASSESSMENT:

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Can you name 3 facts about the Aleut culture?
2.  Can you locate the Aleutian Islands on an Alaska map?
3.  Can you name the two terms for the horizontal and vertical weaving?
4.  Did you paint layers in your motif or medallion?
5.  Did you add an imaginative touch to your art?
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions?
7.  Did you do your best during this lesson?

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the

Alaska Arts Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
A 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 Reading R2.6, 7, 11      Cultural C, D
B 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 Science SF3
C 2; a,b, 4, 5 Math M4.2.1, M5.2.7
D 2, 5, 6, 7 History C

Geography A, B, E, F

























Before the lesson:
•Make field a field sketchbook for each student.  (Directions next page.)
•Make copies of viewfinders using attached pattern. (1 page for 2 students
•Gather materials and do practice drawing sketches so you will be ready to demonstrate.
•Familiarize yourself with Bill Berry by reading biography boards.

Bird Drawing with Bill Berry
GRADE: 4 TIME:  1-2 sessions
Developed by: Karen Stomberg

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
       Color
       Value
  √   Texture
  __Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will:
• understand that drawing from observation in a field sketchbook is an important tool for artists and scientists.
• recognize that the Alaskan artist Bill Berry used his field sketches for later help in his illustrations and paintings.
• practice looking closely at their bird and creating quick sketches.
• develop small carefully detailed drawings using a viewfinder.
• synthesize their knowledge of their bird in a final drawing.

      Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
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KIT INCLUDES:

•lesson plan
•viewfinder & sketchbook
 cover patterns (with lesson
 plan)
•vocabulary board
• books (2)
  Bill Berry Sketchbook
    by Elizabeth Berry
  Birds of Alaska Field Guide
    by Stan Tekiela
•Bill Berry biography board
•bird photo/sketch boards (4)
•bird photo handouts (26)
•procedure boards(2)

ART PRINCIPLES:

 √    Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
  √   Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
  √   Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students learn about the work and life of wildlife
Alaskan artist Bill Berry.  He is best known for his
animal studies, published field sketchbook and
children’s books.   Students examine an Alaskan
bird photograph with care and practice different
drawing exercises in their field sketchbook.
Lastly they produce a complete bird drawing.

** A wonderful extension of this lesson is observing
and drawing real mounted birds.

CONTENT CONNECTIONS:
   Science:
        bird studies
        observation skills
        field sketching   

THEME:
   Nature

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:

line field sketch
shape illustrator
contour artist
sketch scientist
detail viewfinder

MATERIALS:

•soft drawing pencils:
 4B is best,
 fat beginner or
 regular 2B pencils work
• 8.5 x 11” white copier paper

Field Sketch books:
•8.5” x 14” or 11” x 17” copy
 paper for covers
•white copier paper 5/book
•long stapler or 36” yarn to
 bind book

Mounting drawings (optional)
•12” x 18” grey construction
 paper
•scissors, glue



1.  Introduce Students to Bill Berry
Put up the biography boards and Bill Berry Bird Sketch boards. Tell students that Bill Berry spent his
life looking at nature and drawing. (Fairbanks students may know him because he painted the mural in
the children’s room at the Noel Wien Library.)  Cover the following points:

• Bill Berry drew pictures and cut out silhouettes of birds and animals as a very young child and
throughout his life. He used drawing to help him see the natural world better and to gain more
understanding of how things are in nature.

• Many of Bill Berry’s drawings were FIELD SKETCHES, done quickly in notebooks while
observing animals and birds outdoors in their natural habitats.  He made notes on the sketches
about how the animal was behaving, the sounds it made, its’ color, texture, and motions.
Frequently, he completed these sketches from memory. Sometimes the sketches were
groundwork for more complex drawings or paintings done later.

 • Bill Berry grew up in California.  He came to Alaska with his wife, the potter Liz Berry in 1954
and spent several summers in Denali Park.  After a few years back in California, where he
worked for Disney Studios, illustrated books, and painted backdrops for wildlife dioramas, Bill
returned to Alaska.  He and his family lived near Denali Park again for four years, then he settled
in Fairbanks in the early 1960’s.  Bill spent his life drawing, teaching, writing and illustrating.  He
died in Fairbanks in 1979.

2. Introduce students to drawing as an observation tool for artists and scientists. Pass out
copies of Bill Berry sketches with bird photo on the back and discuss.

a.  Point out the field sketches, done while he was observing birds outdoors.  These were done very
quickly.  Sometimes Bill Berry would work on more than one sketch at a time as a bird or animal moved
from one “pose” to another.

b.  Ask students to look carefully at the drawings and read the notes.  Have a discussion asking:
•What do they notice about the drawings?
•What kind of notes did Bill Berry make?  He wrote the common name and the scientific names
that are in Latin on his sketches. He also noted that he finished some of the sketches from
memory, noted dates, times, weather and animal behavior.

•How would notes be used by an artist?  By a scientist?
•Field Sketching is visual note taking.  It is difficult to draw something unless you look at it
 carefully. You will know better how something looks and works after drawing it.

ENGAGE AND EXPLORE:

How to make a Field Sketchbook (1 per student):

1. Fold five pieces 8.5 x 14” or 11 x 17” white copier paper in half together.
2. Copy the attached cover pattern onto the size paper you are using.
3. Fold cover in half. Place blank folded pages into folded cover
4. Bind books: There are many options:
          •Use long stapler to staple in center with book open.
          •Alternative binding technique: cut _” slit through all layers of pages and
          cover at top and bottom of fold.  Place a 36” piece of yarn or string in middle
          of book, bring to outside and tie.
         •Use another binding technique that you know.



Time to be a bird artist and draw!

Important Note: Drawing is a technical skill that gets better with practice.  By fourth grade many people have
decided that they cannot draw and aren’t artists.  It is important that students feel safe to draw.  Reassure your
class that everyone draws differently and some students have had more practice than others. Practicing drawing
is like practicing any other skill.  Everyone needs to relax and draw and not worry about the outcome!  You might
want to do more than one bird drawing session with your students, but always include a series of guided warm-
up sketches.  See below.

Each Student needs:
• Field Sketchbook (1 per student)
• soft pencil:  4B is best, fat beginner pencils next best, 2B regular pencils work
• Bird photo with Bill Berry drawings on the back
• 8.5” x 11” white copier paper

1. Warm-ups
Drawing is a wonderful tool to use to help us see better. It is difficult to draw something unless you look
at it carefully.  Make a little bird drawing on the board like this
Ask students: What is this? Does everyone agree that it is a bird? Ask them:
Have you seen a bird that looks like this?   Explain that this is a SYMBOL
of a bird, not a real bird.  To draw a real bird we have to look closely.

a. Guide students through careful observation of their bird photo.
•Tell them; Look closely at the edge of your bird. Trace the outside shape of your bird,
starting at one foot, move up the leg, around the belly, head and tail and down around the other
foot. This line at the edge of a shape is called a CONTOUR LINE.
•Instruct them to look at the space around their bird and between it’s legs. This is called the
negative space and can help students to see the positive shape of their bird.

b. Have students do at least 2 pure contour drawings of their bird in their sketchbooks. This
is sometimes called ‘blind’contour drawing. (about 2 minutes each).
•Draw the contour of your bird without looking at your paper! Hold your paper with one hand to keep
the paper from sliding away from you and pretend that your pencil is your eye.
•Match the movement of your hand to the movement of your eye.  Look at your bird and draw the
edge.  Try to draw every little bump that you see.
•It’s OK if your line runs off the paper, look down quickly to get back on track, then look at the bird
again.  These drawings may look funny but don’t worry about it.
•The drawings aren’t important, they just help us to learn about our birds.
•Remind students these are exercises (warm-ups), just like in sports, music, etc.

contour drawings--pure

CREATE::Bird Drawing



c. Have students do at least 2 quick sketches or gesture drawings of whole bird.
(about 2 minutes each)
These are done looking at the bird, using
multiple ‘searching’ lines.  Tell students to
hold pencil lightly, work quickly and make
lots of lines.  Have students draw the
outside shape as well as important inside
shapes.  Remind them not to get involved
in too much detail.

Quick sketches

d. Make view finders and use them to isolate areas of interest to draw in detail.
(Work on loose copier paper; to glue onto the field sketchbook or final drawing later.)

• fold viewfinder in half on the dotted line.  Cut out the solid line.
• place view finder on an interesting area of the bird
• draw everything you see, in as much detail as possible.
  (Include all patterns, textures, highlights and shadows)

2. Draw the whole bird. (about 15 minutes)
Tell students that drawing is a process.  What they are drawing will
grow as they work on it. Use clean white copier paper. Here is a
way to start: 

a.  Draw the large outside shape first.
b.  Add lines to show wing shapes, eyes, beak, feet, claws, etc
c.  Add some patterns, textures, highlights or shadows.

Remind students that observation is hard work.  At this point
students may get tired.  Encourage them to focus on parts of their
bird that they are most interested in, leave the rest simple.

Mount final drawing on a neutral colored
12 x 18” piece of construction paper. Cut
out your favorite viewfinder detail drawings
to neatly glue on your final drawing if you want to.



ASSESSMENT:  Hang final drawings. Have each student present his or her Field Sketchbooks orally.

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Can you explain why field sketchbooks can be important to artists like
Bill Berry? (K)
2.  Can you explain what a CONTOUR LINE is? (K)
3.  Did you make many different kinds of sketches of your bird? (S)
4.  Did you use your viewfinder to make detailed drawings? (S)
5.  Did you finish your final bird drawing in your own unique way? (C)
6.  Did you listen carefully and follow directions? (A)
7.  Did you work hard during this lesson? (E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
Art:                                                                         Reading: R2.1
A1,2,3,7; C2; D6                                                    Science: A1, SA3, SC, SC2
English: C
Science: A,C















































•Cut 12x12" black construction paper squares.
•Have available various colors of construction paper, scraps of at least 6x6.
•Protective paper to cover work area, 11x17 xerox paper works well.
•Make copies of student self-assessment included in lesson plan.

Deep Space
GRADE:  4 TIME: 1 session

Developed by Jenifer Cameron, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

       Line
  x   Shape/Form
  x   Color
  x   Value
       Texture
  x   Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1. Students will learn and be able to talk about the artist Wassily Kandinsky.
2. Students will learn how to shade a circle to create a sphere.
3. Students will learn the vocabulary necessary to talk about creating a form from one light source.
4. Students will practice creating a composition that shows perspective, including overlapping.

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
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KIT INCLUDES:
lesson plan
lesson example
1 Kandinsky overhead
3 space overheads
2 teaching lesson boards
4 vocabulary boards
    •overlap
    •linear perspective
    •placement
    •light source
1 Color combinations board
1 Planets with sun board
15 sets tracing templates

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
  x   Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students learn how to use a light source to
create of a sphere from a circle. Students
create planets using oil pastels and learn a
blending technique to give the impression of
form. By arranging the planets and accenting
the composition with stars and shooting stars,
the finished product creates the illusion of
Deep Space.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Space/Solar System
Geometry

THEMES:
Imagination

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:

form                             shading
overlapping                  value
light source
linear perspective
placement

MATERIALS:

oil pastels
(students may share sets)
construction paper:
•12x12 black
•12x18 various colors
various scrap pieces,
all colors, (some 6x6)
Xerox paper scraps
white color pencil (may share)
glue
scissors
Kleenex tissues for cleaning
   fingers



Begin the lesson by showing the students the overhead of Wassily Kandinsky’s Several
Circles No. 23.  Ask students to talk about what it reminds them of.  Share with students
the title and the artist.

Artist Bio:
Russian painter Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944) grew up in a well-to-do family and spent
the first 30 years of his life painting only as a diversion to his career in law.  He gave up
on his law practice to move to Munich in 1896.  In Munich, he formed a group of artists
called the Blue Riders.  Together they developed a variety of Expressionism, a
movement that is noted for its rich colors.  Kandinsky wanted to explore color further and
continued to push his work to the edge of abstraction, and then beyond.  He is regarded
as one of the founders of Abstract art.

In the 1920’s and 30’s, Kandinsky taught at the renowned German school of art and
design called the Bauhaus.  After the closing of the Bauhaus by the Nazis in 1933, he left
Germany for Paris.  In the time between the wars, Kandinsky explored geometric shapes,
becoming more rigorous and disciplined.  His geometric compositions give the viewer a
sense of being in an orderly, self-contained universe.  In his painting Several Circles No.
323, we may see rotating spheres revolving in space like the planets of an imaginary
solar system.

Next, show students the overheads of our solar system.  Discuss how some moons seem
bigger than the planets and why this is happening.  (overlapping shapes create
perspective)  Continue pointing out how the planets are reflecting the light of the sun.
Point out the area, which is first receiving the light from the sun.  This area is the brightest
compared to the rest of the planet.  The light then travels around the planet, getting less
bright, until it has disappeared into a shadow.  Discuss the fact that the planet is
completely round, and the light only hits part of it, as light cannot bend around the back of
the form.  Explain this is an example of a 3D form in space, and not a flat 2D shape.

Display the vocabulary teaching boards so students can see all 4 of them.  Point out the
light source board.  Discuss the concept of when a light source shines on a sphere, it
creates a highlight (most bright), light (sort of light), and shadow, (light disappears off the
sphere).

                                                                                                                                  LIGHT
SOURCE

                              SHADOW                         LIGHT                   HIGHLIGHT

ENGAGE AND EXPLORE:



Teacher note:
You may demonstrate this concept using a ball or globe and the overhead projector as a
light source.  (The remaining vocabulary boards will be used when creating the
composition)

Drawing Circles

1.  Have students use circle templates in the bags to trace circles onto scrap
construction paper.  Return templates to bags. While they are cutting, display the “how-
to” teaching boards and pass out the oil pastels.

2.  Begin with students choosing their largest circle.  Display the oil pastel color combo
board.  Have students choose one color from the list for each of the parts of the sphere.
They should only have 3 colors.

(Black is not listed because it really takes over the other colors when blending.  Students
may choose to experiment with black on one of their smaller planets.)

Coloring Planets

3.  Students begin with their “highlight” pastel.  Color a crescent shape along one edge,
pressing hard.  Have students apply a thick covering of oil pastel.  The more pastel, the
easier it is to blend later.  This crescent shape should cover the first third of the circle.
The scrap copy paper should be under their work so they can work right to the edge.

4.  Next, students use their “light” pastel and color the next third of their circle,
overlapping into the highlight color.  Avoid hard-edged stripes.  Colors should blend into
each other along the edges.  Encourage students to blend the edges with the oil pastel
and not their fingers.

5.  To finish the remainder of the circle, have students use their “shadow” pastel to color
in the last third of the circle.

Blending Colors

6.  When the planet is finished, have students use the flat, fingerprint area of their thumb
for blending.  With a sweeping curving motion, students push their thumb across the
surface of the circle, blending the colors together.  Have them wipe their thumb on the
tissue before each blending stroke.  This keeps the highlights clean.  Encourage
them to make their blending strokes like a smile, following the curvature of the sphere.

7.  If students blend too much, the oil pastel may start to come off.  With practice,
students should discover the best technique.  Students may now make more planets,

CREATE:



using different color combinations from the chart.  When they each have at least 5
planets finished, pass out the black construction paper, glue and white pencils.

Assemble Solar System

8.  Discuss the remaining vocabulary boards, focusing on how placement, overlapping
and linear perspective will help create the sense of space in their composition.  Students
may now work out their compositions.  Encourage overlapping and interesting
placements of the planets.  Remind students to consider their light source.  All
“highlights” should point toward the imaginary light source!  Students may want to
cut a planet in half to make it seem like it is disappearing off the page.  When they are
satisfied with their compositions, have students carefully glue down their planets, making
sure the edges are glued well.

9.  With the white colored pencils, students may now make stars in the background.
Stars points of light that are a random pattern with various sizes.  They don’t look like the
5 pointed ones we see on flags.  No lines should connect the stars and no names or
words! This really takes away the illusion of being in space.

10.  Students may also include a few (1 or 2) shooting stars.  To make a shooting star,
make a dot with the white oil pastel using lots of pressure. This should leave a little flake
of the oil pastel on the paper.  With your fingertip, push down on top of and away quickly
from the oil pastel dot.  Students may want to practice this first on the scrap paper.
Remind students that “less is more” with this project and their artwork should feel open
and uncluttered to create the illusion of deep space.

The artwork can be mounted on a 12x18 colored paper background.

Have students sign their name on the colored paper with a pencil in the lower right hand
corner.

name



Mount student artwork on bulletin board or use for a portfolio cover for science or art
related projects.  Lesson can be adapted to represent the actual planets in our solar
system.

ASSESSMENT:

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Can you name the artist we studied today? (K)
2.  Can you name the steps in shading a sphere? (K)
3.  Did all your planets point toward a single light source? (S)
4.  Did you overlap your planets? (S)
5.  Did you add an imaginative touch to your art? (C)
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions? (A)
7.  Did you do your best during this lesson? (E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
Art:  A; 1,2,3,4/ B;6 / C; 2a,d,5/ D; 4,6.  Math:  M2.2/ 5.2.2 /8.2.2.
Math:  A; Science: D; Science:  B1--SB, D1--SD3



Mounting/Preparing for presentation:

Clean-up tips:

V. ASSESSMENT:

 Group Discussion Prompts

-Group Critique Prompts
-Teacher project assessment tools
-Teacher student assessment tools
-Student self assessment tools:

Assessment Tool

Assessment tool
Alignment Tool



ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:  FNSBSD Art Team,  Fairbanks, Alaska
FOLLOW-UP/EXTENSION IDEAS:
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
SAFETY NOTES:

Use above as needed or delete



Forms--Student take-home sheet one side/Bulletin board explanation sheet other side









































• Read enclosed materials to familiarize yourself with Hokusai.
• Gather printmaking materials and make a sample.
• Set up printmaking stations—see the directions in the CREATE section of the lesson plan or on the
   two-fold lesson board included in the kit.

Title:  Hokusai Insect Prints

GRADE: 4 TIME:  1-2 sessions

Developed by:  Karen Stomberg, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
       Value
       Texture
  √   Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will:
• study the life and work of Katsushika Hokusai, Japanese woodblock artist,
• observe and discuss “The Great Wave Off Kanagawa”, Hokusai’s most famous print,
• draw correlations between the printmaking advances of Hokusai’s day and now,
• create a Japanese children’s type of print using insects as imagery.

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                   Art Center Art Activity Kit  ©

KIT INCLUDES:

•lesson plan
•Hokusai bio boards (3 hinged)
•insect anatomy board
•Hokusai reproduction boards(9):
   ~The Great Wave (2 hinged)
   ~36 Views of Mt. Fugi (3 hinged)
   ~ Flowers prints: Peonies, Irises,
        Bellflowers, Weeping Cherries
•process boards (3 hinged)
•insects page, class set
•vocabulary board
•overhead transparencies (5)
•books (2): Hokusai: The Man Who
Painted the Mountain, One Day in
Japan With Hokusai

ART PRINCIPLES:

 √    Pattern
√     Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
  √   Balance
       Unity
  √   Emphasis

Students will learn about the Japanese
printmaker Katsushika Hokusai, best-
known for his print “The Great Wave Off
Kanagawa”.  They will create Japanese
children’s style prints, using insects as
imagery.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Science: insects
Social studies:Japan
Technology: printing
processes
THEME:
World cultures

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
printmaker
foreground
background
symmetrical
plate
brayer

MATERIALS:

• 8 x 8” white paper
• 3 x 9” paper. any color
• scissors, glue, Q-tip
• printmaking ink, black
• brayer (printmaking roller)
• overhead transparency or
   laminating plastic to roll ink
• printing papers, copier
  paper works--collect colors
  and white



Introduce students to the life and work of Japanese artist KATSUSHIKA HOKUSAI  1760-1849.

1. Show students the print “The Great Wave Off Kanagawa”. Of all of Hokusai’s
thousands of prints and paintings, this is the most famous and is familiar to many of us.  The
image has been used by advertisers and illustrators in many ways.

a. It is interesting to imagine why this image is so famous and memorable.
Ask students:

•What is going on in this picture?
•What is the chance of survival for the men in the boats?
•Is the wave graceful? Even beautiful?
•What else can we say about the wave?  Is it powerful? Deadly?
•This print tells a story, it makes us think and isn’t just pretty.

b. This print is one of a series called “36 Views of Mt. Fugi”, begun in 1828.
•Can you find Mt. Fugi in “The Great Wave”? Is it important to the painting?
•Why do you think Hokusai chose to do “36 Views of Mt. Fugi”?  Can you 
  think of a mountain Alaskan artists choose to paint frequently?

c. Show eight other “Views of Mt. Fugi”.  We can learn a lot about Japan in 
Hokusai’s time by looking at these prints.   In some off these prints, Mt Fugi is in 
the foreground and is prominent, in some Mt. Fugi is in the background.   

2. Talk about Hokusai and the printmaking process.  Hokusai was a wood-cut printer,
painter, graphic artist and illustrator who made the equivalent of the posters we have on our walls
today, before photography and the invention of printing presses which use photo processes and
computers which use digital processes.  Ask students what they know about printing from a
computer.

Technically these prints are masterpieces.  Each color has been carved out of a separate block of
wood, inked with a different color, then printed on the same piece of paper, registered to get the
color lined up in the right place.  This technology of woodblock printing in multiple colors
(polychrome printing) was being perfected in Japan at about the time of Hokusai’s birth because
people wanted art to look as real as possible. A color printer today uses 4 transparent colors;
yellow, magenta (red), cyan (blue) and black, to ‘mix’ and create the thousands of colors seen in
a photo or artwork with just the click of a button.

The people of Tokyo liked to buy Hokusai’s colorful prints of Sumo wrestlers, samurai warriors,
beautiful women, the actors and singers of the theater district and nature prints, called “birds-and-
flowers” pictures to decorate their homes.

3. Show students the Biography board about Hokusai.  Hokusai was born in Edo, now
called Tokyo, Japan in 1760. At that time, Tokyo was very advanced and had 1.5 million people
living in the city—about 3 times the whole population of Alaska right now.  In America in 1760,
about the time of the Revolutionary war, there were just thirteen original colonies with small cities
and towns.

Japan was a closed country when Hokusai was born, no one could come in from outside, so the
technology and culture evolved in relative purity and isolation.  By the end of Hokusai’s life in the
1840’s there was trade with the outside world.  Hokusai’s and other Japanese artist’s work found
it’s way to Europe and was very influential on the development of artists there, especially the
French Impressionists and artists like Van Gogh, who collected Japanese prints.

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:



Hokusai was adopted into a family of craftsmen at about the age of 3, which was part of the
Japanese system, to learn by doing, helping and apprenticing. Dictionary definition: Apprentice:
One bound by legal agreement to work for another for a specific amount of time in return for
instruction in a trade, art, or business.

Hokusai’s incredible talent for drawing led to his being apprenticed to the foremost woodcut
master in Edo who was named Shunro. This training, starting as a teenager, began Hokusai’s
long career as an artist.

4.  Read the book One Day in Japan with Hokusai included in the kit.  This book is
illustrated entirely with prints by Hokusai.

                                                                                                               The Great Wave Off
     Kanagawa

By Hokusai

Japanese children learn to make prints in schools today starting when they are very young.  They
make cut-paper prints to learn the process for several years, and then by about fourth grade, they
begin to make woodcuts using their own knives and chisels on wood.

Materials: To create insect printing plate students need:
• one 8 x 8” white paper for printing ‘plate’ or base
• two or more 3 x 9” any color paper for insect parts
• scissors, Elmer’s Glue-All, Q-tip or paintbrush

Printmaking supplies:
• printmaking ink, washable water-based black
• brayers (printmaking roller) one for each station
• overhead transparency or laminating plastic to roll ink on
• masking tape, wet paper towels
• stack _ sheet newspaper or phonebook pages
• asst. printing paper--copier type--pastels, brights          Set up printing stations like this.

and white.

For mounting finished prints:
• assortment of 9 x 12” construction paper in colors and black

CREATE: Japanese Children’s-style Cut-paper Prints :Japanese Children’s



A. Make Paper Printing ‘Plate’
The edges of the paper create the lines in the finished print, so the more edges you have, the
more interesting the print will be. Insects have many parts and patterns that make fun prints.

1. Study and choose an insect.
a. Display insect boards and go over basic insect 
anatomy.

•insects have three body parts, (sometimes 
indistinct like in beetles).
•insects have six jointed legs that can bend in 
very interesting ways.
•butterflies and many other flying insects have 
four sets of wings.

b. Give students their own sheet of insects to look at 
and work from.

2. Cut insect parts
a. Cut body parts from any color construction paper. 
If student is doing a beetle with indistinct body parts, 
it is fun to cut three parts anyway and overlap them

to create edges. Fold paper in half for each part and cut
to make parts symmetrical.
b. Cut legs. Six little legs sticking straight out aren’t 
dynamic.  Encourage students to create interesting 
arrangements of legs.
c. Cut wings. Cut out sets of wings together to make 
them symmetrical.

3. Glue insect parts to 8 x 8” paper print plate (base).  It
is important to glue all parts to the base very well. If parts
aren’t glued well enough, the sticky ink will pick them up on
the roller. Spread glue all over the edge of each piece.

a. Glue body parts first.
b. Arrange and glue the legs.
c. Glue on wings and antennae.

4. Cut shape patterns and details to build up two or
three layers of ‘edges’. Make them symmetrical! Glue
down all pieces carefully!

5. Blot finished paper print ‘plate’.  Cover the whole paper
print ‘plate’ with scratch paper or paper towel and rub over
entire surface to remove excess glue and bond the pieces
well to the ‘plate’.



B. Print!
Let the students print their own plates.  Students choose their printing papers with clean hands
and bring them to their desks before inking their print plates.  They ink their plates at the printing
station; wash their fingers with a wet paper towel at the station, then return to their own desk to
print.

1.                                                     2a.                                                2b.

1. At the Printing station:
a. Put printing plate on newsprint stack.
b. Roll a line of black ink on the taped plastic with the brayer (roller).  The idea is to get
a smooth layer of ink on the brayer to transfer to the printing plate.
c. Hold plate with one hand and roll ink onto it, rolling in one direction only, applying a bit
of pressure to force ink into edges.  Try not to get too much ink on the plate.
d. Pick up plate and throw away inky newsprint under it. Clean fingers then carry plate
on clean newsprint back to desk.

2. At student desk:
a. Place printing paper on top of inked plate and hold with one hand while rubbing all
over with other hand. Apply even pressure and rub away from body.

b. “Pull Print.”  Print a ghost. If there is enough ink still on plate after first “pull”, place
another paper on top of plate without re-inking it to make a ‘ghost’ print.  Sometimes the
ghosts are more interesting and have better detail than the first “pull”.

3. Repeat this process, use different colored papers to create many prints. Allow prints to dry.

4. Mount prints. The copier weight paper needs to be mounted for strength.  This can be done in
many ways.  See below for some ideas.

Hokusai Insect Prints by Debbie Richard’s Fourth
Graders  at Badger Road School, Fairbanks



ASSESSMENT:  Hang all of the finished and mounted prints.  Gather students and have a gallery time
and discussion.  The following are some examples of discussion questions.  Students may point out and
refer to their own work as they talk.
•What was interesting about the printmaking process?
•What did you find difficult?
•If you printed on more than one color of paper, what did you notice about the finished print?
•Which prints up on the display are “ghosts?” How can you tell?
•How does the mounting affect the finished artwork?
•How are our prints like Hokusai’s prints?  How are they different?

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Did you include all the parts of the insect in your art? (K)
2.  Can you tell me who Katsushika Hokusai was? (K)
3.  Did you cut your insect parts and glue them securely to the plate? (S)
4.  Did you print your insect so that the lines next to the shapes show? (S)
5.  Did your insect have a unique look? (C)
6.  Did you listen carefully and follow directions?(A)
7.  Did you try hard during this lesson?(E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
Art:  A1,2,3,4,7; B2,3,4,6; C2a,b,c,d,e;D4,5,6.  
English: C, D  Science:  SC1, SC2
SE1,SE2,SE3
History: A,B
Geography:  E,F
Science C,F,G











































































































































































































• cut paper and gather supplies
• familiarize yourself with Georgia O’Keeffe through reading materials provided
• make a sample of the project

Alaska Landscapes with
Georgia O’Keeffe
GRADE: 4 TIME:  1-2 sessions

Developed by: Karen Stomberg

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
  √   Value
  √   Texture
  √   Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will:
• study the life and art of the American woman painter Georgia O’Keeffe
• observe and describe the style of Georgia O’Keeffe’s landscape paintings
• create a landscape painting using blended oil pastel to show the soft contrast of ‘inner’ land contours and cut
  paper to show the hard contrast of the horizon
• Describe and respond uniquely in their own landscape art  to what they see in the photograph

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                       Art Center Art Activity Kit ©

KIT INCLUDES:
• lesson plan
• Alaska photos class set
• vocabulary board
• Georgia O’Keeffe
  painting reproductions(6)
• Georgia O’Keeffe
  biography board (3-fold)
• procedure board
• lesson samples
• book; Georgia O’Keeffe
   by Mike Venezia
• color wheel

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
  √   Proportion/Scale
  √   Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students study the life and art of Georgia
O’Keeffe, focusing on her landscape
painting.  They create cut paper and oil
pastel landscapes working from photos of
Alaska.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
• geography
• land forms

THEME: Your
World; Alaska

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
contrast      contour
foreground      Georgia O’Keeffe
landscape            complementary
horizon/skyline
blend

MATERIALS:

• assorted colored
  construction paper:
      9 x 12” pastels for sky
      9 x 12” darker for land
• scissors
• glue
• oil pastels
• 12 x 15” white or black
  paper for mounting



A. Introduce students to the life of Georgia O’Keeffe who is best known for her sensuous
close-up paintings of flowers and bones.  This lesson focuses on landscape paintings done in
the countryside of her adopted home near Taos, New Mexico.

1. Display the reproductions of Georgia O’Keeffe’s work. Tell students
that they are reproductions of the work of American painter Georgia
O’Keeffe.

2. Display the 3-fold biography board and read the enclosed book,
Georgia O’Keeffe by Mike Venezia to students.
• Ask students what choices Georgia made in her life to become an artist.

B. Discuss the fact that Georgia O’Keeffe was a painter with a unique personal vision
and analyze the things that make her work distinctive.

1. Look at the painting  Petunia, 1935.  Trace the outer edge of the flower with your
           finger to show students the outer CONTOUR (line at the edge) of the flower.

• Ask students if this is a close-up view or a distant view of the flower.  Can
                        they see the whole plant?  Does the whole flower fit on the rectangle canvas
                        Georgia was painting on?
                      • Why do you think she made her flowers so large and close up?

            

2.  Show Ranchos Church, 1930.     Trace the outline of the church with your finger
and the inner lines of the forms that are part of the architecture of the church.
Point out that CONTRAST (difference in color) creates crisp edges and forms lines.

• Ask students if the walls of the church are straight or curved?
  How can they tell?  (The soft blended shading shows us the inner contours.)

3. Display the four landscape paintings. Help students to observe the strong,
           distinct hard edge line at the horizon (where the land, mountains or water meet the

sky) created by high CONTRAST and the rounded inner land CONTOURS.
• Bring students up to trace the horizon and the other strong landscape

                        lines in each painting, noting the contrast in colors creating the hard edges
• Have students show rounded areas of the land and explain how Georgia
  O’Keeffe used color there to make it curve.
• Discuss Georgia O’Keeffe’s use of color. Is it bright? Dull? Natural? 
   Imaginative?

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:

Rancho Taos Church, 1930 Pedernal and Red Hills, 1936

Pedernal and red Hills, 1936



Display lesson examples.  Ask students what ideas in the landscapes were borrowed from
Georgia O’Keeffe. ( High-contrast horizon line, softly blended inner contours, rich color)

*Students need: a landscape
photograph to work from, set
of oil pastels, choice of two colored
papers, scissors and white glue.  A
tissue is handy for cleaning oil
pastels.

1.  Looking at the horizon in the photo, make a pencil dot on
the 9 x 12” land paper to show how high the land goes into the
sky in  the photo. Start at the dot and cut from one edge to the
other,  “drawing” the horizon line with your scissors.

2. Make a thin line of glue near the top edge of your horizon,
 following the contour.  Put a dot of glue in bottom corners of
 land paper. Glue land paper to 9 x 12” sky paper.

3. Use oil pastels to show the contours of the land, the
shadows and ridges.  Have a tissue handy to clean oil
pastels while working.

    a. Use light oil pastel to lightly draw out major contour lines.

CREATE::Alaskan Landscape Projetc



 b. Choose two light colors of oil pastel. Find and
color in light areas.

 c. Choose two dark colors of oil pastel. Find and
color in dark areas.

 d. Using the color wheel, review complementary colors with students.
 Have them refer to the color wheel to find the complementary colors
 for their two dark colors and blend them into the dark areas to
 deepen the darks.

e. Use white and peach to blend most areas of the oil pastel.  This
unifies color. Continue to layer the complementary colors to
achieve rich darks.

4. Mount finished oil pastel on white or colored paper. Sign and date in the lower right hand
corner.



ASSESSMENT:  Hang landscapes and gather students to have a “gallery talk”.
Some ideas for discussion:
•Ask students to compare their photograph and their artwork.   Is their art very similar to the photo?
How is their work different?
•How are the students’ paintings similar to Georgia O’Keeffe’s? Is the horizon a distinct contour line?
•What can students tell you about Georgia O’Keeffe?
•Have students find and point out areas in the landscapes that have been colored with complementary
colors blended together.  What colors do they see?  Are there examples of all three complementary
color pairs represented in the gallery? Point out examples of strong contrast and blended shading.

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Could you tell me two things Georgia O’Keeffe loved to paint? (K)
2.  Can you explain complementary colors? (K)
3.  Did you blend and shade with your oil pastels? (S)
4.  Did you create a strong contrast at the horizon? (S)
5.  Did you add an imaginative touch to your art? (C)
6.  Did you listen carefully and follow directions?(A)
7.  Did you do your best during this lesson?(E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts Education

Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
Art:  A1,2,3; B2,4,6; C2a,b,c,d,4;D2.  Reading:  R1.4, R1.6, R1.7, R1.10
English: E  Math:  M7.1.1.
Math:  B Science:  SA3, SC1,SF2
Science: F







































































































•Cut 5 x11" watercolor paper and cut 6 x12" black construction paper
•Give each student 3 pieces of 3/4" masking tape (2 long enough for length of paper and 3 short
 for the height)
•Teacher should try the lesson before teaching for maximum student success.

Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring

GRADE:  4 TIME: 1 or 2 Sessions

Developed by Jenifer Cameron, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

  x   Line
  x   Shape/Form
  x   Color
       Value
  x   Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will:

•learn about the scientist Rachel Carson and be able to talk about why she was famous
•learn about complementary colors and use them in their painting
•predict what will happen when plants are exposed to pesticides
•observe and closely study the shape and texture of plants from a drawing

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                      Art Center Art Activity Kit ©

KIT INCLUDES:

1 lesson plan
1 three-part process board
3 biography information
   boards
1 color wheel board
  plant drawings, master set
  (8 ea.)
1 vocabulary board

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
  x   Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:

Students learn about the life of writer, biologist
and conservationist, Rachel Carson. Students
learn to use complementary colors to show the
effects of pollution on their plant. They create a
before and after line drawing of an Alaskan
plant using watercolor paints for color.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Science
Social Studies
Careers

THEMES:
Environment

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
biologist
pesticide
conservationist
complementary colors
pollution

MATERIALS:

•watercolor paints
•small size paint brushes
•table salt (1 tsp. per
  student)
•masking tape (3/4” wide)
•5 x 11”watercolor paper
  or white const. paper
•6 x 12” black construction
  paper for mounting art



Tape paper to desks before discussing Rachel Carson.  You could also pass out salt in
small cups and water so ready to work when done discussing.

Begin the lesson by asking students what the meaning of the words Silent Spring may be.  What
could the words Silent Spring mean in the context of nature?  How different would our lives be if
we didn’t have springtime?  This is the exact question scientist; Rachel Carson asked herself
when she began writing her book, Silent Spring.

Rachel Carson was born in Springdale, Pennsylvania, on May 27, 1907.  As a girl, she loved to
read to her dog Candy, going for walks in the woods, both in the day and night.  She asked lots of
questions of her mother, who was unable to answer all of them.  They would talk of the factories
and coal mines in Pittsburgh, and what they were doing to the land, air and water.

When Rachel started school, she was happy to learn more about her world.  She always felt very
connected to the earth.  She wrote stories while she was in elementary school, and even had
them published in a magazine, and earned ten dollars.  By the time she graduated from high
school, Rachel knew she wanted to be a writer.

She went to the Pennsylvania College for Women.  Here she discovered the world of biology
which gave her the answers to many of the questions she had always asked, such as: why are
leaves green, or how do oysters build their shells?  She also learned about the web of life, the
basis of which all things are related.  She wanted to become a scientist instead of a writer, but
deep down, she wondered if she could be both.  Lucky for us, she did become both a writer and a
scientist.

Rachel Carson developed the skill to tell wonderful stories about nature, full of facts, which made
nature come alive for her readers.  One of the things that Rachel had always wanted to do was to
go to the ocean.  After she graduated from college, Rachel took a job as a marine biologist at
Woods Hole in Cape Cod.  She worked there and continued her studies through the depression
years.

She was offered a job writing a radio program for the Department of Fisheries.  She was very
good at her job and soon wrote a book about the sea.  It is called Under the Sea Wind.  Her next
book, The Sea Around Us, took 3 years to write and tells about the ocean.  She became a very
successful writer, and built a cottage in West Southport, Maine.

Rachel began writing another book about her life living on the shore.  During this time, she heard
from a friend that birds and plants were dying from the spraying of pesticides used to kill insects.
The pest killer was called DDT.  Many people thought this was a good thing, protecting crops and
trees from being killed by pests.  The trouble was that the poison was being spread to other
creatures, such as birds.  That was a very harmful thing and no one knew where the poisoning
would stop.  Rachel asked questions such as how much of the environment was already spoiled?
Rachel began to research this question and the more she learned, the more she knew she had to
do something to stop the spraying of DDT on the environment.

She began writing the book, Silent Spring in 1958, and finished it 4 years later.  This book had a
huge impact--it began the environmental movement in the U.S.  and led to the development of the
Environmental Protection Agency!  Rachel became famous.

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:



Rachel Carson died of cancer on April 14. 1964.  She worked hard to make the world a better
place to live.

“These chemicals have the power to kill every insect, the good and the bad, to still
the song of the birds and leaping of the fish in the streams, to coat the leaves with a deadly film,
and to linger on in the soil.  Can anyone believe it is possible to lay down such poisons on the
surface of the earth without making it unfit for all life?”         -Rachel Carson

1. Discuss with the students the term pesticide.  Explain that pesticides kill not only what it was
intended for, but other organisms as well.  Talk about the effects of pesticides on good and useful
organisms in nature.  Discuss briefly how pests can be controlled by other means; ladybugs,
spiders, etc.

2. Show the lesson sample showing the finished product.  Explain to students they will be creating
a watercolor painting that will show a before and after painting, before pesticides, and after.

3. Have students choose a plant--an Alaskan plant that have uses, such as medicine, food, dye.

4.  Students begin by drawing their plant with a pencil in the first square on their paper. In the
second square, students will draw their plant again, this time, as it would look after being exposed
to pesticides.  Some leaves may be missing, plant may be droopy, or some leaves may be curled.

5.  Students now outline both drawings with a black permanent marker, working carefully from
the plant cards.  They should include leaf edges, texture, vein lines, and blooms. Do not fill in
areas solid with the marker.  Try adding textures instead.

6. After students have finished outlining the plants, show students the color wheel and review the
color families; primary, secondary, warm, and cool.  Introduce the new color family, the
complementary colors.  These are directly across each other on the color wheel.  Students will
be choosing only 1 pair of complementary colors to do their painting.

7.  Students paint their plant using just one color...no mixing!  This is the “before” painting,
showing a healthy plant. Students should make a point on their brush by rolling it back and forth
gently in the paint pool, and holding the brush like a pencil.  The more pressure on the brush,
the wider the line, the less pressure, the thinner the line.

8.  The next step is to paint the plant again, in the after square on the paper.  Students will mix a
small amount of the complementary color in with the first color in the paint tray lid.  They
should get a shade of brown, gray, or black.  Explain to them this is how you mix colors to get the
neutral colors.  Students now paint the “after” plant.

9.  The last step is to complete the background. Students will use the complementary color to
paint both backgrounds. With this pure color, students quickly paint a section of the
background, sprinkling a pinch of salt into the wet paint on the paper.  The salt absorbs the
water and paint, leaving a spot of texture.  Be sure the students are using the salt sparingly,
and sprinkling into wet paint.  If the paint is dry, the salt won’tcreate the desired texture.

10.  After cleanup, students should remove the tape from their paintings.  PULL TAPE AT AN
ANGLE AND GO SLOW!  When the tape has been removed, have students sign and date their
work with a pencil along the bottom edge.  A title can be added.  Let paintings dry for a day, then
brush salt off and mount on black construction paper.

CREATE:



ASSESSMENT:  Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1. Can you explain why Rachel Carson is an important person? (K)
2. Can you describe what happens to other living things when plants are
exposed to pesticides?  (K)
3. Did you use the complementary colors in your painting? (K)
4. Did you observe and draw your plant carefully? (S)
5. Did you add an imaginative touch to your art? (C)
6. Did you actively listen and follow directions? (A)
7. Did you do your best during this lesson? (E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

              Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts
Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education

Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
Art:  A1,2,3,4; B4; C2b LA:  R1.2,4,5,6; R2.10
E/LA:  B,C. History:  A,B,D. Science:  SC1,2,3 SF1,2 SG1
Science:  A,D,G.  Geography:  E.





Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring
Today in art we learned about the marine biologist Rachel Carson, (1907-1964)

She was a writer, biologist and ecologist.  She used her skills to bring to the attention
of the American public the dangers of using pesticides, especially DDT.  She understood
that all things are connected in the balance of nature.  She wrote a book called Silent
Spring, which warned about the use of DDT.  She used her writing skills, scientific
training, and observation skills to make this information understandable for everyone.

In our project today, we learned how to use watercolors and painted a picture of a
healthy plant with pure color.  Then we painted the plant again showing the effects of a
pesticide on this healthy plant, changing the plant’s shape and color, using
complementary colors.

I hope you had fun learning about Rachel Carson, and will think about how we
need to understand the balance of nature. 

Have fun making art!

V. ASSESSMENT:

 Group Discussion Prompts



-Group Critique Prompts
-Teacher project assessment tools
-Teacher student assessment tools
-Student self assessment tools:

Assessment Tool

Assessment tool

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:  FNSBSD Art Team,  Fairbanks, Alaska
FOLLOW-UP/EXTENSION IDEAS:
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
SAFETY NOTES:

Use above as needed or delete

Alignment Tool



Forms--Student take-home sheet one side/Bulletin board explanation sheet other side







 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Snowflake Prints 
 

GRADE: 4 and up       TIME: 2-3 sessions 
 
 
 Developed by:  Karen Stomberg 

 
ART ELEMENTS: 
 
  √ Line 
  √ Shape/Form 
   Color 
   Value 
  √ Texture  
   Space/Perspective 
 
 

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will: 
• observe and identify the geometric structure of snowflakes  (see the ‘math’ in the design). 
• learn about the life and work of scientist/artists Kenneth Libbrecht and Wilson Bentley.  
• demonstrate radial symmetry by creating a snowflake print and cut-paper design. 
• experience printmaking by creating a plate, rolling ink with a brayer, then pulling a print 
  and a ghost print. 

KIT INCLUDES:  
 
• lesson plan 
• overheads aligned with lesson plan 
• vocabulary boards 
• books: A Field Guide to 
  Snowflakes, Snowflake Bentley   
• class sets:  
  --snowflake photos,  
  --11” x 17” circle/hexagon sheets 
• boards: 
  --snowflakes (2) 
  --hexagonal snow crystals  
  --biography (2) 
  --lesson procedures (3) 
  --quote by H.D. Thoreau 
  --cut paper snowflake instructions  
•snow geometry worksheet  
•snowflake article, laminated 
 
 

ART PRINCIPLES: 
 
 √  Pattern 
   Rhythm/movement 
  √ Proportion/Scale 
  √ Balance 
   Unity 
   Emphasis 

LESSON DESCRIPTION: 
 
Students explore connections 
between math, science and art 
through studying the beauty 
and structure of snowflakes.  
They examine the snowflake 
photographs of scientists 
Wilson Bentley and Kenneth 
Libbrecht, creating  
original snowflake prints and  
cut-paper snowflake designs 
which demonstrate radial 
symmetry. 

CONTENT 
CONNECTIONS: 
Math: geometry 
Science: snow, 
water cycle,  
weather,  
THEME:  
Winter 
Beauty in Nature 

VOCABULARY:  
symmetry:  math 
    horizontal   geometry 
    vertical  scientist 
    diagonal  artist 
    radial  print  
hexagon  printing plate 
hexagonal prism brayer  
snow crystal               ghost print 

MATERIALS: 
 
Snowflake Print 
• clear overhead, 1 per student 
• Elmer’s Glue-All 
• masking tape 
• printing brayer(s) (rollers) 
• white and silver printing ink 
  (waterbase) 
• newsprint, butcher paper 
• construction paper: 
  --9” x 9” blues, greens, purple, 
   magenta (not pastels)  
   --12” x 12” black, white  
• spray bottle with water 
Cut Paper Snowflake Design 
• scissors, glue, 
•  8.5” x 11” white copier paper  
• construction paper, assorted  
  colors 

 

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District  
                  Art Center Art Activity Kit  © 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This lesson is designed to teach in several sessions. Include as much snow science, geometry and 
literature as you want in the sessions.  The books and articles included for teacher reference will help 
you to create a full unit if so desired. Note:  Teach using either the visual boards or the overhead 
corresponding transparencies. Numbering is the same for both. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A.  Explore the geometry and science of snowflakes. 
Geometry 
1.  Put up the two-fold snowflake panel (1,2)  Question students: 
     • What do you see?  

• What kind of MATH do you see in these snowflakes? (Geometry, shapes--hexagons, trapezoids 
  and triangles are easiest to spot.)   

       • What shape do you see when you connect the end points of the six branches plates? (trace with 
        your finger to help students see a hexagon and a circle) 
2.  Symmetry--Use a ruler or piece of yarn to show these lines of symmetry:  

   • horizontal symmetry  • vertical symmetry  • diagonal symmetry  • radial symmetry (lesson focus) 
3.  Put up one of the circle/hexagon laminated sheets (3)  Ask students: 

  • How do a hexagon, circle and triangle relate to each other? 
    

Science 
1.  Pass out long snowflake photo strips to students, put up two-fold snowflake panels and the 
hexagonal prism photo. (4, 5, 6) 
2. Explain the following four snowflake facts to students: 
      • All snowflakes begin as a hexagonal plate or prism  

• Snowflakes crystallize directly from water vapor, and are not frozen water or rain drops, which is 
  why they grow into beautiful forms unlike ice. 
• Snowflake growth patterns are dependant on the moisture content of atmosphere, how still the 
  air is and the air temperature.  If snow crystals bump into each  other because of wind they break 
  apart or clump together.   
• Snow crystals grow into either branching patterns or plates in a hexagonal pattern set up by the 
  central hexagonal prism. 

3.  Ask Students: Can you find the small hexagon in the center of all of the snowflakes? 
B. Introduce Wilson Bentley and Ken Libbrecht.   
1. Display and discuss the Kenneth Libbrecht visuals. (7,8) 

PREPARE:   
• gather printmaking supplies 
• teacher practice the lesson by: 
      --creating two printing plates; let them dry overnight, practice on one and use other to demonstrate 
      --read overview of lesson components and plan the best way to teach them in your classroom 
• gather and cut construction paper for printing, mounting and cut-paper designs 
• familiarize yourself with Wilson Bentley and Kenneth Libbrecht 

ENGAGE, AND EXPLORE: 

Overview of lesson goals/components: 
1. Explore the geometry and science of snowflakes. 
2. Introduce Wilson Bentley and Kenneth Libbrecht. 
3. Create snowflake printing plates as directed. 
4. Print snowflake prints on construction paper. 
5. Mount and sign prints properly. 
6. Create snowflake inspired cut-paper radial designs. (This can 

be worked on while waiting for printing station.) 



    •Show students Ken Libbrecht’s Field Guide to Snowflakes 
2.  Put up the Wilson Bentley visuals. (9,10) 
    •Read the book Snowflake Bentley by Jacqueline Briggs Martin 
    •Read the biographical sidebars from book. 

 
 
 
 
 

Snowflake Print Project    
Day 1 
Create Printing Plate 
  
 
 
 
 

A. Prepare to draw snowflake with glue by taping laminated  
circle/hexagon sheet to desk. Tape transparency over circle/hexagon,  
centering it carefully to cover whole circle. Write your name 
on a small strip of tape on the lower edge of your transparency.  
 
 
 
B. ‘Draw’ snowflake with Elmer’s glue-all onto the transparency  
     using the circle/hexagon pattern underneath as a guide.  
 
1. Look at the snowflake strip for ideas. Begin growing your  
snowflake at the center of the hexagon, using small patterns.   
 
2. Continue to create lines and shapes on your snowflake making  
sure that anything you do in one place is done along each of the  
six radial lines.  

 
 
 NOTES: 
 • Don’t squeeze too hard with the glue bottle—a very light line    

will spread out.  
  • If you make a mistake try to incorporate it  into your design.   
  • Remember that snowflake symmetry is “imperfect symmetry” 

and small differences will be unnoticeable in the finished print.   
 • It is possible to very carefully wipe off an area with a DRY 

tissue. 
 

 
                      ALLOW GLUE PLATES TO DRY OVERNIGHT 
                                                          Do not overlap plates while drying. 

 
 
 
 

Snowflake Print Project    
Day 2 
Print snowflake  
 

 

CREATE: 

Students need: 
 --laminated circle/hexagon sheet 
 --1 clean overhead transparency 
 --Elmer’s Glue-All 
 --masking tape (12-15”) 

Materials for printing: 
•laminator or overhead plastic (to roll ink)    •masking tape  
•printing brayer (roller)        •spray bottle with water 
•white and silver printing ink       •damp paper towel  
•newsprint, scrap paper—12” x 18” 
•construction paper:   
  9” X 9”  blues, greens, magenta, purple—no pastels 



 
 
 
 
 
A. Print snowflake printing plates on construction paper (each student does two)   
1. Set up one or two printing stations.  Students can print with help from you while the rest of the class 

is working on the cut-paper radial designs. If you have help in the classroom during printing, one 
person monitoring the  printing and one person reading to the class works well—read the enclosed 
Snowflake Bentley book. 

2. Lay out long strips of butcher paper or newspaper for wet prints to dry. They will need to dry for 2-3 
hours or overnight before mounting.  

3. Students choose 2 colors for printing papers, bring their printing plate and papers to station.  Place 
printing plate on stack of newsprint, set papers aside.  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 

  
   4. Roll out silver and white ink together on the taped plastic  
       with the brayer. 
 
  5.  Load the brayer with ink and roll carefully onto the printing plate  

    in just one pass. Re-ink and roll twice more,  
    then without re-inking, roll over whole plate.   

 
   
  6.  Transfer ink to printing paper by carefully laying printing paper 
       on inked plate, making sure to cover whole snowflake.   
       Rub with closed fist, making sure to rub entire plate. Lift a corner to check ink. 
   
  7.  Pull print by peeling printing paper carefully off printing plate.  

 
8. Make ‘ghost print’".  Without re-inking the plate, put second printing paper  
      on plate, rub and pull second print. 

   
   
 
 

 
B.  Mount and sign construction paper prints   
 
  
1. Glue prints onto white or black 12” x 12” paper.   
2. Sign with pencil.  White or light blue colored pencils work well on black. 
 

 

Make sure that ink is not too tacky (sticky) through out the printing process. Add a spritz of water and 
roll it in to make ink smooth.  Rolling ink will not sound loud when it is the right consistency.  If ink is 
too sticky it will lift the dried glue lines off the printing plate. 

 

Mounting materials: 
•12” x 12” black/white const. paper 
•glue •pencil 



 
 
 
 
 
  
 

C.  Create snowflake inspired cut-paper radial designs. (Can be done by students while waiting to print.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1.  Tape white copier paper over circle/hexagon pattern. 
2.  Choose one 6” x 4”  main color and 3 or 4 smaller colors  
3.  Cut six 4” strips from main color.  Set strips along radial lines,  
     creating a hexagon in the middle. Glue strips. 
4.  Make the radial pattern “grow’ with shapes and colors. 

REMIND STUDENTS TO DO THE SAME THING ALONG EACH RADIUS! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   
 
    
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

ASSESSMENT:   
• Copy and give students the attached snowflake geometry worksheet as an assessment of their 

Translucent Radial Designs for Window 
 
Radial designs can be created on translucent vellum paper with colored 
glassine paper. Liquid starch in a small paper cup spread with a brush works 
as inexpensive glue for these materials.   
Follow directions above to create design. Tape finished design on window.  
Sources for supplies:   
•Printmaking Supplies, inks and brayers, vellum paper 
   Utrecht Art Supplies 
   6 Corporate Dr. 
   Cranbury, NJ  08512    
   utrecht.com  1-800-223-9132 
 
   Dick Blick Art Materials 
   PO Box 1267 
   Galesburg, IL  61402     
   dickblick.com   1-800-828-4548 
   
•Glassine paper: 
  Kim’s Crane 
  PO Box 222971 
  Chantilly, VA 20153-2971    
  kimscrane.com    703-758-0061 

CLOSE: 

Materials for Cut Paper Snowflake Design
• scissors 
• glue, 
•  8.5” x 11” white copier paper,  
• construction paper, assorted warm 
  and cool colors 3” x 4” , 4” X 6””  



   understanding of radial symmetry.  
• Hang prints and have students discuss the radial symmetry, scientific form and artistic  success of 
  their own print. 
 
Teacher administered assessment tool 

 
 

DN
. 

OK UP 
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________ 
 
Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________ 

   
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students  
the following questions and record their answers.   
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement 

   1. Could you tell me what math you can see in a snowflake? (K) 

   2. Can you tell about two artist/scientists who worked with snow? (K)  

   3. Did you make a printing plate, then print it by inking & transferring ink to paper?

   4. Do your snowflakes have radial symmetry?  Could you tell me why? (S) 

   5.  Wilson Bentley said, “Snowflakes, no two alike!” Is your snowflake unique? (C)

   6.  Did you listen carefully and follow directions?(A) 

   7.  Did you work hard during this lesson?(E) 

    
Teacher self-critique  

8.  My teaching of this lesson: 
    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
    needed improvement     was highly successful 
     

9.  What would I do differently next time? 
 
 
 

ALIGNMENT: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CREDITS: 
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts 

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education 
Development and Dissemination Grant 

                                                                 
 
 

Snow Flake Geometry   
Name: 
 
Use a ruler, a Geometry Template, if you have one, and a fine-
tipped marker. 

Alignment of Standards:  Alignment of GLE's: 
Art:.  A 1-4, 6,7; B 4,5;    Reading:  R2.3, R2.6 
C 2a-c, 4; D 1,2,6.   Math:  M5.2.1, M5.2.2,  
Technology D    M5.2.3, M7.2.2, M8.2.2  
English B                Science: SA1,SA2,SA3,SB,SF1,SG2 
History C    



 
1. Find ALL the lines of symmetry on each snow crystal and draw 
them on the photo using your marker and a ruler. Remember the four 
kinds of symmetry we talked about? HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, DIAGONAL 
and RADIAL! 
 
2.  Use your Geometry Template to find as many different kinds of 
geometric shapes as you can on and around each snow crystal. Trace 
the shapes you find onto the photo with your marker.  If you don’t 
have a geometry template, just look carefully at the snowflake and 
draw the shapes you see using your ruler.  
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Snow Crystal Prints 
 
We studied many photographs of snow crystals taken by two 
artist/scientists; Wilson Bentley and Kenneth Libbrecht. 
Both men were fascinated by the beauty and mathematical 
structure of snow crystals. Wilson Bentley took the first 
successful black and white photographs of snow beginning 
way back in 1885! We also saw colorful photos that were 
taken by Kenneth Libbrecht very recently.  
 
We looked at the geometry in snow crystals and learned that 
all snow crystals begin with the formation of a hexagonal 
prism from water vapor.  They grow into the beautiful 
shapes we see depending on the air temperature, the 
moisture content in the air and how many collisions they 
have on their way to the ground! 
 
We made snowflake prints that have radial symmetry, like 
real snow crystals.  Wilson Bentley said, “no two snow 
crystals are identical”.  Is he right?  Look closely at our 
snow crystals! 

 



“The question is not what you look at, but what you see.” 
Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862) 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  
                  Snow Crystal Prints 
 
We studied many photographs of snow crystals taken 
by two artist/scientists; Wilson Bentley and 
Kenneth Libbrecht. Both men were fascinated by the 
beauty and mathematical structure of snow crystals. 
Wilson Bentley took the first successful black and 
white photographs of snow beginning way back in 
1885! We also saw colorful photos that were taken 
by Kenneth Libbrecht very recently.  
 
We looked at the geometry in snow crystals and 
learned that all snow crystals begin with the 
formation of a hexagonal prism from water vapor.  
They grow into the beautiful shapes we see 
depending on the air temperature, the moisture 
content in the air and how many collisions they 
have on their way to the ground! 
 
We made snowflake prints that have radial symmetry, 
like real snow crystals.  First we made a printing 
plate with glue on plastic, then we inked the plate 
and transferred the ink onto paper to create a 
print.  How many shapes can you find in my print? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          
                      
                     Snow Crystal Prints 
 
We studied many photographs of snow crystals taken 
by two artist/scientists; Wilson Bentley and 
Kenneth Libbrecht. Both men were fascinated by the 
beauty and mathematical structure of snow crystals. 
Wilson Bentley took the first successful black and 
white photographs of snow beginning way back in 
1885! We also saw colorful photos that were taken 
by Kenneth Libbrecht very recently.  
 
We looked at the geometry in snow crystals and 
learned that all snow crystals begin with the 
formation of a hexagonal prism from water vapor.  
They grow into the beautiful shapes we see 
depending on the air temperature, the moisture 
content in the air and how many collisions they 
have on their way to the ground! 
 
We made snowflake prints that have radial symmetry, 
like real snow crystals.  First we made a printing 
plate with glue on plastic, then we inked the plate 
and transferred the ink onto paper to create a 
print.  How many shapes can you find in my print? 

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



 









1. Gather and prepare materials as listed above.
2.  Make a sample to better understand lesson and
     guarantee student success.
3.  Preview video and CD.
4.  Locate masks, mask makers, storytellers,
    dancers or elders in your community and arrange
    a visit to your classroom.

Spirit Masks
GRADE: 4 TIME: 2 sessions

Developed by Karen Stomberg, FNSBSD Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

  x   Line
  x   Shape/Form
  x   Color
       Value
       Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will:
• explore how masks have been made and used in traditional and contemporary Yupik life
• consider how artists incorporate traditional ideas to make personal contemporary art
• observe common features in old and new Yupik masks
• create a mask with meaning to their own life, incorporating common elements of Yupik masks
• present their mask to the class orally describing the personal meaning of the elements--storytelling

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                      Art Center Art Activity Kit ©

KIT INCLUDES:
•lesson plan
•vocabulary board
•procedure boards with
 project examples
other teaching boards:
•traditional Yupik masks
•contemporary masks (2)
•Yupik mask styles and
features( drawings)
•Spirit masks, old and new
• CD-Drums of the North by
Pamyua
• DVD-Agayuliyararput: Our
Way of Making Prayer

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
  x   Balance
  x   Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students examine and discuss
contemporary and traditional Yupik
masks.  Several typical mask
elements are recognised and
incorporated in a mask related to
student’s life and interests.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Social studies
Language arts
Citizenship

THEMES:
Storytelling

..

PREPARE: 

VOCABULARY:
Yupik traditional
spirit contemporary
shaman appendage
asymmetrical

MATERIALS:
•white paper plate, 6-7”.
(Chinet brand is best or cut
 white poster board circles)
•markers, broad-line colors
 and fine-line black
•5- 6” pieces 1/16” dowel,
 wooden skewers or popsicle
 sticks
•construction paper—many
 colors, assorted small sizes
•metallic paper, small pieces
•scissors, white glue
•strapping tape



If possible, bring in mask makers, storytellers, dancers or elders from your community to visit with
your classroom.

Introduce students to Yupik masks in traditional (old) and contemporary (new) life.  (Note:
Yupik is alternatively spelled Yu’pik.)

A.  Begin by telling students to close their eyes.
           Ask them to:

     •Imagine that you are telling an important story to the whole class.
     •You want everyone including yourself to forget who you are so you can
       concentrate on the story.  You want to become someone or something else.

            Ask them:
   •What could you do to help the illusion?

Most classes will have ideas and think of masks; if not, prompt them.
Brainstorm situations when we use masks: ie. Halloween, costume parties,
theater, etc.

B.  Display the Spirit Masks Old and New boards.

OLD: Look at the old pictures first.  Ask students to tell the class what they see in the bird mask.
Show them the dancer wearing the mask and the photo of the Yupik man (perhaps a shaman)
posing in a mask for the photographer.

•traditional Yupik masks were made to use in dance ceremonies.  The exact meaning is
not understood by us, but these masks were powerful and had strong spiritual and
ceremonial uses.

•traditional masks were usually made by the shaman, who was the spiritual leader, or by a
good craftsman who was asked by the shaman to create a mask.  They were very
beautiful and were collected for museums all over the world.

•Most of the dance masks were worn only once, then given away, left outside or
essentially thrown out.  These masks became highly prized by collectors in the 19th

century.  Then after the arrival of the white missionaries, who discouraged ceremonial
dancing, mask making was only practiced as an art form to be sold.  These masks were
intended to be hung on walls, not worn.

NEW: Look at the new photos.  In the 1980’s a revival of carving masks for ceremonial dances
began.  Master Yupik carvers created masks for dancers in the Bethel area.  Masks were alive
again!

Show students the photos on NEW board of the making, presenting
 and finally wearing of a snowy owl mask. Look at the pictures of
John McIntyre dancing. Ask students;

•Do they know a carver?
•Have they danced? Have they seen a dance?
•Do they have masks at home or have they noticed them anywhere?

ENGAGE AND EXPLORE:



•There are Alaskan native artists today carving masks in the traditional styles.  There are
also Alaska native artists working in a very contemporary way—creating masks that reflect
life in a modern world.

C. Display the 4 boards of Traditional Yupik Mask styles.

Tell students that these masks represent frequently used  features in Yupik masks.  They will be
able to identify Yupik masks from these elements. Here is the information on the Yupik mask
styles boards:

•These drawings represent frequently used styles of traditional masks made by Yup’ik people
of the Yukon-Kuskoqwim Delta area.  The masks represented here were all created before
1900.

•Traditional masks were carved from driftwood, using an adze first to rough out the shape.  A
curved knife was used for the main carving. Feathers and other appendages were made to
stick out of the sides of the masks to quiver as the dancer moved.

•Animal masks with a human face, called an inua or spirit carved into it. It is difficult to know the
exact purpose of these beautiful masks.  Their use was special and ceremonial, perhaps to
help ensure successful hunting and fishing.  The Yup’ik people have a strong connection to the
land and to animals and these masks represent aspects of that interrelationship.

•Some accounts attribute the holes in the outstretched hand-like extensions on some masks to
the idea of hunting with a compassionate spirit.  The hunters will allow some animals to escape
their hands and will take only what they need.

•Concentric Rings were often incorporated in Yup’ik mask designs to represent the
world and levels of the universe.

•Asymmetrical, unbalanced looking masks--These represent humorous, evil or weird
spirits, often well-known to people in legend.

D.  Display the two-fold Traditional Yupik Masks Photos.

Ask students: What are the traditional Yupik mask features that you see here?



E.  Display the two-fold boards of Contemporary masks.
• Look at the boards of Henry Shavings masks.  Henry is from the village of Mekoryuk on Nunivak
Island.  His masks look very traditional and have traditional features. These are all on walls in
schools and museums!
Ask students:

           •Were these masks made to be worn? How can you tell?
•How can you tell that the carver is Yupik?
•What are the Yupik features that you see?

•Look at the boards showing the work of contemporary artists Jim Schoppert and Larry Beck.
These artists use modern materials like shiny metal, bright paints, plastic and found objects.

Ask students:
•What are these made of?
•What are the traditional Yupik mask

             ideas used by these artists?

Students make a mask about what is important in their own life. Play the enclosed CD called Drums
of the North by Pamyua as students work.

Materials for making a mask are listed on page 1.  Please notice:
• for base of mask: small (7”) white paper plate-heavy Chinet brand best (or cut out a circle of heavy
  cardboard using the circle pattern attached)
• for face: circle or oval (pattern attached) white poster board, cover copier paper or construction paper
• glue gun, 3” piece wire or yarn for hanging

Demonstrate each step for students.

1. Use a pattern to trace an oval or circle to make a mask face shape on the white poster board,
cover paper or construction paper. Cut out the shape.

CREATE::



2. Draw your mask face features with pencil onto your face shape.
Look at displayed mask pictures and features board.
Choose ideas for:

• the forehead, hairline and nose.
• the mouth. Is your mask female (mouth down)? Or male (mouth up)?
• the eyes round or oval? With pupils or not?

3. Color your mask using marker.  Choose a color scheme of not more than 2 colors and black.
•Fill large areas first. Use the marker carefully, making broad lines in the same direction.

•Add details and patterns.
•Outline features with fine-line black pen

4. Create appendages.  Think of 3 or more things that are important to you.  These may be things
like pets, sports, hobbies, activities, places or people you care about, enjoy or would like good
luck with.  You can add feather shapes, hands or feet like on many Yupik masks, as well.

   •Draw a simple SYMBOL for those things on colored construction paper.
   •Cut out shapes
   •Use fine-line black marker to add a few details.
   •Glue shapes to stick using white glue.

5. Tape appendages to mask base. (The base paper plate or cut-out heavy cardboard circle)
•Arrange the sticks around with plate (upside down!) mark on the edge with a pencil
•Flip plate back over and tape the sticks on at your marks.  Use 2” strips filament strapping tape
or duct tape cut into 1” x 2” strips. Fold tape around to back of plate to hold sticks firmly in place.

6. Glue colored face to base with appendages already taped on.

7. Add a loop of wire or yarn to the back with a glue gun for hanging.

 

 



Assessment/follow-up activity. Have students present their masks, telling what the
appendages mean to them and what features of traditional Yupik masks they have used in
their mask.

Play music and dance!

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Did you include traditional Yupik mask features in your mask? (K)
2.  Can you tell me what traditional Yupik masks were used for? (K)
3.  Is your mask about your own life? (C)
4.  Did you use paper, markers, sticks and glue to make a mask? (S)
5.  Does your mask have your own unique personal touch? (C)
6.  Did you listen carefully and follow directions?(A)
7.  Did you work hard during this lesson?(E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
Art: A1,3,4; B1,3,4,5,8; C2a,b,e; D2,5                   Reading: R1.1, R2.8
English A,B
History: A,B
Geography: B
Health: A
World Language:B



Oval Mask Face Pattern



Circle Mask Face Pattern
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